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EAGLE 70
DATI TECNICI
Length

21.05 m (69'-1")

Engine

Yanmar diesel 4JH110 80.9kW with
SD60 saildrive
White panels with teak

Interior Finish
Berths

6 guest and 2 crew*

Design
CE Category
Construction
Sail area
Mast height
Displacement
Draft
Waterline length
Beam
Builder
Fuel tank
Fresh water
Waste water

Hoek Design
A*
Foam core prepreg carbon laminate
217 m2 (2336 ft2) (121 m2 / 1302 ft2
mainsail, 96 m2 / 1033 ft2 jib)
28.50 m (93'-5") (without arials)
20.0 tons
3.10 m (10'-2")
13.74 m (45'-1")
4.75 m (15’-6”)
Leonardo Yachts
1000 lt diesel
1000 liters
500 liters

THE EAGLE 70
Perhaps it’s time to sail the most beautiful yacht? It’s the Eagle 70 where a timeless classic beauty meets modern
technology. Following its predecessor the Eagle 54 , André Hoek designed this classic 21m long sailing yacht with a
modern keel & rudder configuration . Combined with the latest technology this make the Eagle 70 in a class of its own.
To our knowledge never before a yacht of this size and classic appearance has been built in full carbon making it a truly
unique yacht. Leonardo Yachts is proud to offer this jaw dropping gorgeous Eagle 70.
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INTERIOR
The white interior with beautiful teak wood varnished
joinery details and cupboards is bright and flooded with
natural light from plenty of well positioned hatches. 2
double guest cabins share a bathroom with separate
shower area. The large owner cabin, positioned forward,
offers plenty of privacy, a dedicated shower and
separate bathroom with toilet ensure optimal use of the
available space. 2 large opening hatches make the cabin
light and a true joy to stay. Fine food can be prepared in
the well-equipped galley. The gimballed Force 10 electric
cooking hubs and oven ensure warm food on a passage.
The large 2.10m long sofa with the opposite side Ushaped sofa offers plenty of comfort. A seating to dine
and a cosy corner where one can retreat after a day of
sailing. A combined 24.000 BTU airco system will also
keep everyone cool down-below. Accessed from the deck
a separate crew cabin with toilet and shower ensuring
privacy for both crew and owner.
SAILING THE EAGLE 70
The best area to enjoy the Eagle 70 is of course the
large cockpit. This features a large table offering not only

storage space but also a cold drink from the cockpit
fridge. From the cockpit all sailing systems can be
controlled with ease. Hoisting and dropping the mainsail
is easy with the Reckman powered inboom furling
system. The Jib winches are positioned within reach of
the helmsman making it possible to even sail single
handed with the Eagle 70! With 217 m2 of upwind sail
area and a modest 20 ton displacement there is no
doubt the Eagle 70 will sail over the horizon with the first
puff of breeze. The elegant 7-spoke steering wheel will
provide direct rudder control and the Hoek design is
balanced to perfection making it a joy to take the helm.
As with all the Eagle yachts the Eagle 70 has a clean
sharp uncluttered teak deck providing all sailors on board
with a grant view. Finally when it time to dock the
Yanmar 4 cilinder 110 hp engine aided by the Lewmar
retractable bow thruster makes easy work.
A 70 foot yacht is full of personalized options and it can
be customized in many ways. We hope you will choose
Leonardo Yachts as a partner to make your ultimate
sailing dream become a reality.
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